
 

Release Detection 

Challenges for High Throughput  

Facilities 



Typical High Throughput Fueling 

System 

 Large tank size and number 

 Large line size and number 

 Numerous dispensers 

 Large submersible turbine pumps and 

higher line pressures 

 Multiple daily deliveries 



Tank Size and Number 

 A typical truck stop will have multiple USTs 

that are 20,000 – 30,000 gallon in size often 

siphoned together 

 Tank numbers will range from 3 to 6+ tanks for 

storage from 60,000 to 120,000+ gallons 

 



Line Size and Number 

 A typical diesel system will have one or more 3 inch 

diameter trunk lines with smaller feeder lines and satellite 

lines 

 Often there are multiple lines and submersible turbine 

pumps (STPs)  

 Lines may be as long as 300 feet+ 



Dispensers 

 High flow dispensers – pump up to 40 

gpm where typical gas dispenser is 10 

gpm 

 Diesel - master/satellite arrangement 

 8 – 16 dispensers 

 





Deliveries 

 Depending on storage, a 1M gallon per 

month site will receive an average of 5 

deliveries per day 

 Number of deliveries vary depending on 

amount of storage and busiest times 

 

 



Tank Leak Detection 

 Statistical Inventory Reconciliation (SIR) 

 ATG CSLD testing 

 ATG static testing 

 CITLDS 

 Secondary Containment 



Limitations for SIR and CSLD 

 SIR throughput limitations 

 SIR tank size limitation of 60,000 gallons 

 SIR calculated monthly 

 CSLD throughput limitations 

 CSLD tank size limitations – ~38,000 

gallons 

 



Limitations for ATG Static 

Testing 

 Tank must be shut down for 2 – 4 hours 

for monthly 0.2 gph test 

 Tank size limitations – 30,000 or less 

 Delivery limitation of at least 8 hours 

prior to start of test as well as during test 

 Sensitive to temperature fluctuations and 

bleed back 

 



Continuous In-Tank Leak Detection 

CITLDS 

 Multiple vendors offer some type of CITLDS but most 
not applicable to high throughput sites 

 Warren Rogers Associates has highest tank size 
limits and throughput 

 Tank size limitation of 100,000 gallons 

 Through put limitation of 2.7 M gallons per month per 
system 

 No down time and no delivery restrictions 

 Continuous reconciliation of system rather than end 
of day or month reconciliation 

 Identification of other operational issues 



Line Leak Detection 

 Automatic line leak detection: flow restrictors, 

flow shut off, or continuous alarm 

 Mechanical or electronic 

 Line leak detection requires turbine shut down 

to run tests. Currently, there are no continuous 

line test methods. 

 Ratings for line leak detectors are dependent 

on size of line not throughput. The throughput 

will control how often the line leak detector 

“tests” 

 



Line Leak Detection 

 Electronic line leak detection can be 

used for 3 gph tests as well as precision 

tests – 0.1 and 0.2 gph tests 

 Electronic leak detection limitations: 

~100 gallons = 272 ft of 3” line 

 



Line Leak Detection 

 1M throughout, 8 dispenser diesel site = 4,166 
gallons/day through each dispenser 

 Ave of 25 gallons/minute = 166 minutes/day of 
operation for each dispenser 

 Some dispensers will run more frequently than 
others 

 For a high throughput gas site with slower 
dispensing rates, the dispensers and turbines 
will stay authorized longer 



Electronic Line Leak Detection 

Truck stop with electronic 3 gph leak detection: 

 Throughput ~ 800,000 gallons per month 

 Passing ~ 80 – 100 3 gph tests per day 

 

 



Electronic Line Leak Detection 

     Gasoline site with electronic line leak detection  

 Throughput ~ 300,000 gallons/mo 

  Passing ~ 80 times per day  

 

 



Mechanical Line Leak Detection 

 Piston-type device that measures downstream line pressure when 

turbine is shut down 

 Line size limitation of approx. 350 gallons = approx. 900 feet of 3” 

diameter line 

 Issues with multiple turbines on same line 

 Multiple turbines on one line may not allow 3 gph leak detection 

 

 

 



Challenges 

 Tank leak detection methods for multiple single-walled tanks with high 
throughput are limited. It may require tank and/or station shut down or some 
type of 3rd party monitoring.  

 Line leak detection methods have limitations on line size and complications 
with multiple STPs on same line. 

 Line leak detection requires turbine shut down. There is no continuous line 
leak detection device. The throughput will affect how often the leak detector 
will conduct a test 

 Because of the number of lines, valves, turbines, and dispensers, its difficult 
to diagnose “slow flow” as an operational issue or a line leak 

 High line pressures put more stress on fittings and valves which leads to 
weeps, leaks, and failures. This also creates problems when conducting 
secondary containment testing. 



Tank Leak Detection Solutions 

 Separate the tank systems such that lines and tanks can 
be shut down for static testing but site can still continue to 
operate. Must meet static test limitations, requires 
delivery restrictions, and tank down time.  

 Use of CITLDS has been the most effective way for 
achieving tank leak detection compliance as well as 
providing other data such as continuous reconciliation, 
calibration, flow rates, meter drift, theft, siphon issues, 
and STP issues. But it requires dispensers to remain in 
calibration as close to zero as possible. It may require 
multiple calibrations per year. Also reliant on internet 
connectivity with the station. 

 



Line Leak Detection Solutions 

 Separate tank systems into smaller systems 

with 1 STP and 1 line to ensure that 3 gph line 

leak detection can be achieved 

 For sites with multiple STPs on one line, install 

timer to run one STP at a time; use electronic 

line leak detection for 3 gph protection with a 

master/slave arrangement; or use staged 

turbine module that allows MLDs to operate 

properly 


